Expected Impact
SAFERtec results will influence the
European ITS security assurance
landscape, assist the pioneering
of European Automotive security
frameworks and act as a reference
at international level.
SAFERtec eases the establishment of
new legislation that will prescribe
the Automotive security- related
assurance frameworks inline with
the specification of the emerging
connected
vehicle
systems
paradigm.
The
SAFERtec
assurance
methodology, realized by the (AFT)
toolkit, will provide the means for
connected vehicle systems to moreaccurately quantify assurance for
V2I security, privacy and reliability
at lower cost compared to current
approaches.

SAFERtec assists the compliance
of the connected vehicle systems
paradigm
to
the
European
regulations for privacy-preserving
ICT by introducing a methodology
which factors-in those regulations
in the involved security evaluation
processes.
SAFERtec is expected to increase the
market penetration of certified
V2I modules (or products) and at
the same time promote the public
acceptance of automotive security
assurance levels.
Accordingly, SAFERtec will bring
significant
cross-researcharea expertise to the research
community and most notably, will
assist in building a solid body of ITSsecurity knowledge advancing the
current state-of-the-art.
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Beyond the work
programme expectations:
SAFERtec aims to provide an implicit
indication to OEMs and Automotive
stakeholders regarding the
reliability and privacy aspects of
the operation of their vehicles (as
integrated systems) and therefore
contribute to safer transportation.

www.safertec-project.eu
Follow us
@safertec_eu

safertec_eu

This project has received funding from
the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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under grant agreement No 732319.

What is the SAFERtec project about?

In-depth study of the security-privacysafety requirements relevant to Vehicle
to Infrastructure communication (V2I)
instances.
Explore the broad vulnerabilities of
involved V2I hardware and software
modules.

Designing
an
innovative
security assurance framework to quantify the degree
of conﬁdence that all security
needs are satisﬁed.

Assurance Framework Toolkit (AFT) For Connected Vehicles
modular software
platform and a
knowledge base

Numerous interfaces and an increased
attack surface is exposed.

Provide innovative methods for threat
analysis and attack modeling.

Incorporate results in an online toolkit and
contribute to relevant ITS security standards.

Roadside
unit

Well-known approaches to
security assurance are not
tailored for connected vehicles
and come with high monetary
and time cost.

Identify gaps in current security assurance
practices and internationally accepted
standards to set the basis for the SAFERtec
standardization activities.

Experimentally
validate
the
proposed
framework over a reference implementation
realizing Day-1 V2I use cases.

Cloud
infrastructure

Modern connected vehicles integrate
3rd party components & applications.

Introduce a cost-effective and agile security
assurance Framework that meets the
connected vehicle needs covering the
whole System Development Life Cycle.

Rely on well-established security assurance
methodologies
and
provide
careful
enhacnements tailored for the connected
vehicle environment needs.

Exhaustive
experimental
validation (including pentesting) to showcase the
framework’s eﬀectiveness.

Challenges

What are the SAFERtec objectives?

Design and validate a cost-eﬃcient framework
for the quantiﬁcation of security, privacy &
safety assurance levels in V2I use-cases.

semi-automated
and automated
generation
of assurance
arguments for the
Connected Vehicle
Systems
threat,
vulnerability,
risk analysis and
metrics

Expert User
Read/Write
knowledge
Base Editor
Common User
(Read, Execute)

Foster the adaptation of more flexible,
cost- and time-efficient assurance
methods for the automotive industry.

Knowledge Base

security

Focus on vehicles and connectivity.

What is the SAFERtec approach?

Rule Base
Asset Database

User
Interface
Inference
Engine

Improve
European
industrial
competitiveness in secure & trusted
V2I based ICT.
Assess and evaluate the assurance
framework through real world use case
scenarios of Day-1 ITS applications.
Enhance vulnerability analysis and
penetration testing techniques tailored
for connected vehicles and V2I systems.

